Welcome to the 7th edition of the Wellbeing Pack.
This month we are thinking about the five pillars of Resilience:
Resilience is defined as the capacity to recover from difficult life events.
As we move into the second lockdown, resilience is important for us all
Self awareness
Self Care

Relationships

Purpose

Mindfulness

Self Awareness - Having a clear view of who you are, how others see you, and
what your values and beliefs are.
Purpose - Feeling like we are contributing something meaningful beyond our
own experience.
Mindfulness - Is an awareness of our thoughts and feelings as they happen and
being grounded in the present moment.
Relationships - Nurturing positive relationships helps us to feel supported,
happier and healthier.
Self Care - Activities that we choose to do to look after our mental and physical
health.
If you know someone else who might benefit from receiving a pack, or to opt out
of the packs, please contact: Sarah Lane at Virgin Care: 07975 233 550
If you are concerned, feeling low or need support, we have people who can help
Call the Community Wellbeing Hub Helpline - 0300 247 0050

The Resilience of the
Ginkgo Tree
Most people would probably agree that trees are
known for their resilience. With their deep roots,
protecting them from extreme weather conditions.
The Ginkgo Tree has to be one of
the most resilient of all. It has
spanned many centuries and can
live for a thousand years, with an
amazing resistance to harsh
climates, below zero
temperatures, heat, drought, air
pollution, disease and pests.
Several Ginkgo Trees even
survived the atomic World War 2
blast of Hiroshima and are still
growing today.
Is it any wonder then that the tree and its leaves have become powerful
symbols of resilience, endurance and longevity.
In addition to all of that, it is a beautiful tree that really stands out, with
its rather unique fan shaped leaves that turn a stunning yellow in the
autumn.

If you would like to see a Ginkgo Tree, take a trip the
Botanical Gardens in Royal Victoria Park, Bath,
where we are very fortunate to have 2 of them.
They are currently showing the wonderful yellow
autumn colours.
All photographs on this page were taken a few
weeks ago at the botanical gardens.

The Ginkgo leaf is so easy to draw because it is mainly
flat. However this does not detract from its unusual
beauty. The main shape is a triangle with the top edge
being domed into a gentle semi-circle, a little bit like a
fan shape. The veins will start at the bottom of the fan,
where it meets the stem.

Once you have drawn a basic leaf, you can then add the
veins, which should follow the fan shape, but curve a
little to create the look of the Ginkgo type leaf. It is
best to start by drawing the middle vein which begins
at the stem, and continues up to the top to create the
natural splitting of the leaf between the two lobes.
Then split each half to create quarters and split each
quarter in two again. Continue with this process to
split each segment with more veins. Some veins can go
the whole length, but some may need to come out of
the longer veins to create your desired effect.

Once all your veins are done, make the edge of your
leaf squiggly and add splits to make it more realistic
If you wish, you can add some blemishes, stains, or
bruises to give it some character.

Finally, add some gorgeous colour. You can use
greens, yellows, oranges or golds. Try to blend if you
can, starting with a darker colour at the base blending
through to pale colours at the edges.
And last but not least - Have fun
Images and inspiration from Sandrine Maugy - Botanical Artist

Zentangle is a form of meditative doodling that has patterns, or ’tangles’ put
together to form a ’Zentangle’. It’s a bit like a doodle with a little more focus.
Unlike doodling, the person creating a Zentangle is giving it his or her full
undivided attention, creating patterns and encouraging mindfulness. One of the
great things about Zentangle is that it isn't supposed to be anything. Zentangle
is simply beautiful patterns put together in whatever way you feel works for you.
You can use dots, lines, curves or any shape you like. Included in this pack is a
blank postcard and a black pen, which is all you need. Anyone can do it and you
will be surprised and delighted with the outcome.
Here are some ideas to get you going
Draw a wiggly border around the
edge of your post card. Don’t
worry about straight lines, just be
natural

Draw some wiggly lines to split your
post card in to about 4 or 5 sections
for your tangles. Again, there are
no set ways to do this. Just do what
comes naturally
Fill in each section with different
patterns until you have filled them
all. Try to focus on your work, just as
you would while meditating.

Here are a few more suggestions for patterns

Creating a wellbeing box
A wellbeing box or tin is a lovely addition to your resilience or wellbeing “toolkit” for
days where a pick me up is needed or as part of your wellbeing routine and self-care.
It is a collection of positive memories or things that you enjoy or like
Looking through the box at the things
that evoke good memories or
feelings is a gentle reminder of there
are things you like or enjoy and will
bring hope that feeling low will pass.

Making your box
An old biscuit tin works well or a shoe box which you can decorate with pretty paper,
fabric, sequins, gems, ribbon, whatever you like
What should I put in my box?
Before you start, think about things you like or enjoy, good memories that have been
captured in a photo or a memento, fill your box with things you enjoy, that evoke
positive memories and make you feel good and things to stimulate your different
senses;

Touch: a small piece of fabric, something soft and comforting,
a smooth pebble or shell found on the beach

Smell: a favourite candle, incense stick or a bath bomb
Taste: a herbal teabag, sachet of hot chocolate,
sweets or a chocolate bar you enjoy

Physical: a stress ball, a mindfulness exercise
Emotional: a small journal, positivity jar or affirmation card, a funny
card or magnet

Social: a letter, card or postcard you have been sent, a bus or train ticket from a
memorable day

Spiritual: anything that suits your spiritual needs, meditation
music, religious book, incense, crystals

Fill your box up with all your favorite self-care items,
things that make you feel good!

Mindfulness is an important part of many people’s
resilience toolkit. Have a go at this simple mindfulness
exercise. This exercise was written by Dr Russ Harris,
who specialises in Acceptance and Commitment
Therapy, a form of talking therapy which emphasises
the importance of being in the ‘here and now’.

(1) Sit in a comfortable position and either close your eyes
or rest them gently on a fixed spot in the room.
(2) Visualize yourself sitting beside a gently flowing stream
with leaves floating along the surface of the water. Pause
10 seconds.
(3) For the next few minutes, take each thought that enters
your mind and place it on a leaf… let it float by. Do this
with each thought – pleasurable, painful, or neutral. Even
if you have joyous or enthusiastic thoughts, place them on
a leaf and let them float by.
(4) If your thoughts momentarily stop, continue to watch the stream. Sooner or
later, your thoughts will start up again. Pause 20 seconds.
(5) Allow the stream to flow at its own
pace. Don’t try to speed it up and rush
your thoughts along. You’re not trying to
rush the leaves along or “get rid” of your
thoughts.
You are allowing them to come and go at
their own pace.

Mindfulness Exercise—Harris (2009) ACT made simple. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications, Inc. Educational fair use.
Non-commercial images designed by wannapik.com and Fabian Møller on unsplash.com. CC BY 4.0.
Chair position dummies.com.

(6) If your mind says “This is dumb,” “I’m bored,” or “I’m
not doing this right” place those thoughts on leaves, too,
and let them pass. Pause 20 seconds.
(7) If a leaf gets stuck, allow it to hang around until it’s
ready to float by. If the thought comes up again, watch it
float by another time. Pause 20 seconds.
(8) If a difficult or painful feeling arises, simply acknowledge it. Say to yourself, “I
notice myself having a feeling of boredom/impatience/frustration.” Place those
thoughts on leaves and allow them float along.
(9) From time to time, your thoughts may hook
you and distract you from being fully present in
this exercise. This is normal. As soon as you
realize that you have become side tracked,
gently bring your attention back to the
visualization exercise.

What was it like for you to engage in this mindfulness exercise? Be kind to
yourself if you found it difficult to stay fully present. Mindfulness is a skill that
takes time to learn.
Personal experience of mindfulness
My name is Will and I have lived experience of depression and anxiety. I also have
some long-term health conditions. I have found mindfulness generally and the
exercise described here really helpful for helping me to develop a ‘zoomed out’
perspective and to avoid getting ‘caught’ in thinking about the past and the
future. I initially found mindfulness practice quite frustrating because I can beat
myself up quite easily. But the more I practiced, the more I found that I was able
to apply it to daily life and let events that would have frustrated me flow past.
Mindfulness Exercise—Harris (2009) ACT made simple. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications, Inc. Educational fair use.
Non-commercial images designed by creazilla.com. CC BY 4.0.

For many people, their support network is an important part of being resilient to
difficult experiences. Celebrating events and festivals with family and friends
gives us something to look forward to, especially in the cold autumn and winter
months. Diwali is one such celebration, important for many people around the
world.
Diwali (from the Sanskrit ‘dīpāwali’ meaning ‘row of lights’) is an autumnal
festival lasting five days. It is celebrated in different ways by millions of Hindus,
Sikhs, Jains and some Buddhists around the world. The festival takes place
between late October and mid November, and is marked by firework displays,
prayers and families and friends gathering
to share food and exchange gifts and
prosperous wishes for the future. Many
who celebrate the festival, will decorate the
ground of their homes with rangoli
patterns, beautiful and colourful works of
art that are believed to bring strength and
good luck, as well as generosity.
Many communities have different stories and ways of marking this holiday,
however ultimately, it is a festival celebrating the triumph of good over evil, light
over darkness and knowledge over ignorance. This can be symbolised by the
lighting of small clay diya lamps outside their homes, creating the row of lights
for which the festival is named (see below).

Here are two recipes that are commonly eaten during Diwali
Have a try at making them yourself

Ingredients
1 tablespoon oil

1 mug of basmati rice, soaked for 45 minutes and then rinsed
1 small onion, finely chopped
2-3 tinned plum tomatoes, blended until smooth
1 mug of mixed vegetables, soaked in plain
yoghurt for 45 minutes
1 teaspoon cumin
500 g meat - you could use chicken breasts, pork
loin, lamb fillet or small lamb chops, cut into
large chunks (optional)
(For a vegetarian option, you can replace the
meat with either Tofu or Quorn, or chunky cut
vegetables such as carrots, potatoes, peppers,
celery, cauliflower florets)
1 mug peas
1.5 mugs water
Method
Heat the oil in a large saucepan. Gently fry the onion for 10-15 minutes. Add the
tomatoes, spices and the meat, if using, and cook for another 10 minutes.
Add the vegetables and yoghurt and cook until the mixture is nearly dry. Then
add the rice and peas and stir until everything is mixed together.
Add the water, stir only once, otherwise the rice will go sticky, turn the heat
down low and cook for about 20 minutes, or until the water has all been
absorbed and the rice is cooked. Serve garnished with coriander.
Photo by Shreyak Singh on Unsplash

Ingredients and Method for Dough
4-6 cups flour
1-2 tablespoons oil
½ teaspoon garam masala
½ teaspoon turmeric
½ teaspoon ground coriander
Water to knead
Coat the inside of the mixing bowl with oil. Mix all ingredients except water. Add
a little at a time and form a soft dough. Rest for at least 2 hours before using and
keep covered with a moist cloth, and see that the cloth is kept moist using warm
water. Dust the dough in flour and split it into roughly ping-pong ball sized balls.
Dust each ball in flour.

Ingredients and Method for Filling
2-6 large potatoes boiled and peeled
2-3 garlic cloves crushed
At least 25g coriander leaves, finely chopped/crushed
1 teaspoon turmeric
1 teaspoon ground coriander
1 tablespoon oil, plus extra for frying.
Mash the potatoes. Heat 1 tablespoon of oil in a heavy pan. Add coriander, garlic
and spices, and stir. Add the mashed potatoes and mix well. Leave to cool so it
can be handled.
Roll a thick roti about 4" diameter. Place roughly a heaped tablespoon of filling at
centre. Brings the ends to the centre from 4-5 points. Press gently. Dust with dry
flour, and roll into a circle.
Heat a tablespoon of oil in a frying pan, place paratha in it. Cook on both sides
until golden. Serve hot with curry and rice.
Photo by CookNJoy. CC BY-SA 4.0

A lot of us find the cold and dark of the autumn and winter can affect
our physical and mental health. We asked people what tips they had
for staying well as it gets colder. Try to be proactive and try things
early on to help you stay well.
Like many people, I find that my mood can be affected by the dark
nights in the winter. In the UK, there is not enough sunlight in the
winter and lots of us are Vitamin D deficient. I found talking to my
GP and getting my Vitamin D tested and taking a Vitamin D
supplement helpful. I also use a Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
lamp every morning whilst eating my breakfast. I also find that
getting out on my bike into the lovely countryside we have in BaNES
and connecting with nature helps me a lot.

Will (Bath resident)

Some tips for winter:
“Look after your gut health, try eating fermented foods such as sauerkraut or
kimchi or drinking things like kombucha or kefir, or things like drinking yogurts
with probiotics in. Or even raw honey, but don’t heat it up else you’ll get rid of all
the good stuff! We all could do with more good bacteria in our gut!”
Quotes
“Dare to bloom in even the most challenging of
environments. Your flowers will be all the more
beautiful.” Pip Harding
“You can’t control the waves, but you can learn
to surf” Jon Kabat-Zinn
“He who blames others has a long way to go on
his journey. He who blames himself is halfway
there. He who blames no one has arrived”
Ancient Chinese proverb
Activities:
Practicing positive affirmations
Say the affirmation out loud in the morning and before you go to bed. Write it on
your bathroom mirror in eyeliner or lipstick! Choose one or two to work on per
week. For example “I am loved and I am worthy”

Analyse the new ways of thinking that you’ve developed
through these challenging times. Ask yourself what
you’ve realised you truly value or enjoy, or what change
you want to bring to the world. Create some realistic
habits that align with these ideas and slowly integrate
them into your daily life
Contributed by Pip
AWP BANES Clinical Services Administrator

Winter can be such a difficult time for so many. Most, if not all of my
friends prefer the summer months with the long days and warmer
sunshine. For me it is the opposite and each winter I try to share my
love of this season with those I care about to help them get through.
For me, it is an excuse to
hibernate a bit each day. I
light my fire, or a candle,
get into my PJs, wrap a
blanket round me, pull on
some warm socks, fill my
hot water bottle and watch
something like a cosy kids
film. I try to get out each
day whatever the weather,
nothing better than the
hibernating after getting
wet and cold outside!
I also enjoy thinking about crafting presents for Christmas. Making a
card or I really enjoy going to a craft shop and buying their little
wooden boxes, key rings etc. for £1.50 and decorating them for friends.
I am going to be collecting leaves that have fallen this week in all the
different colours, photograph them, dry them out and make them into
some bunting for my house. You can get a whole colour wheel out of
different coloured leaves.
I hope sharing a little about what I do during these months helps you
try and appreciate this slower, cosier time of year - but remember one
thing we can guarantee in these hard times is that the spring bulbs will
pop up again for us to enjoy.
Contributed by Katie

Photo by Julia

Wellbeing Fun Quiz
1. How many people held the office of British Prime Minister in the 20th Century?
2. According to the Bible in which river was Christ baptised?
3. What name did the Romans give to Ireland?
4. Who in 1998 founded internet giant Google with Larry Page?
5. Which songs with "Devil" in the title were UK top twenty hits for the following artists,
[a] The Stereophonics (2005), [b] Cliff Richard (1976), [c] Jesus Jones (1993), [d] Neil

Sedaka (1961) and [e] Sonia (1993)
6. Who wrote the novel "Catch 22"?
7. What was the name of the Greenpeace ship that was sunk in Auckland in 1985?
8. Who was the original presenter of TV's "The Crystal Maze"?
9. Which is the only US State that only borders one other?
10. In the Popeye comic strip, who was Olive Oyl's brother?
11. What four train stations feature on the standard UK version of Monopoly?
12. Which two letters have a scoring value of 8 points in a game of Scrabble?
13. In which movie of 1956 did Elvis Presley make his acting debut?
14. Which is the fastest running bird, that is native to the UK?
15. Who attended the tea party in "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" alongside Alice?
16. The ancient city of Byzantium could be found in which modern day country?
17. What were the names of the three original members of pop group The Police?
18. In which month of the year is Oak Apple Day?
19. In which year were the Grammys first awarded?
20. Which is the Holiest day of the year in Judaism?

ANSWERS
1. Twenty.
2. River Jordan.
3. Hibernia.
4. Sergey Brin.
5. [a] "Devil" reached no 11, [b] "Devil
Woman", no 9, [c] "Rap Devil", no 15, [d]
"Little Devil", no 9 and [e] "Better the
Devil You Know", no 15.
6. Joseph Heller.
7. Rainbow Warrior.
8. Richard O'Brian.
9. Maine.
10.Castor Oyl.

11. Kings Cross, Marylebone, Fenchurch
Street and Liverpool Street.
12. J & X.
13. Love Me Tender.
14. Pheasant.
15. The Mad Hatter, the Dormouse and
the March Hare.
16. Turkey.
17. Sting, Andy Summers & Stewart
Copeland.
18. May (29th).
19. 1959
20. Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement).

Your core muscles play a huge role in your everyday activities, from getting
out of bed, to walking down the street, or bending over to pick something
up from the floor, but most importantly, they literally help you stay upright.
They are key in helping you to balance well and feel stable, which in turn
potentially/hopefully prevents falls/trips and injuries.
In other words, core strength is crucial in every movement you do!
The complex muscles that make up what is
referred to as your “core” (the muscles around
your torso including the pelvic floor muscles)
allow your body to move in all directions.
Whether you are standing or seated it is
important to maintain good posture, as much as
possible, to keep the core muscles engaged.
Symptoms of weak core muscles can also leave
you susceptible to poor posture, lower back pain
and restricted movements.
Try to do these simple, seated core exercises 2
or 3 times per week to strengthen your core.
For each exercise, begin by sitting upright in your chair (use a firm cushion
behind your back if necessary); you should feel your stomach muscles
engage.
1. Gently lift one knee at a time keeping your back straight and tummy
engaged. Repeat x 5 on each leg and build up to more repetitions if you
can.
2. Slowly lean/reach down one side of the chair (There is no need to try
and touch the floor!) Keep your hands in contact with the chair leg if
required. Bring yourself back up to the centre point and repeat on the other
side. Remember to keep your back straight and tummy engaged. Repeat x
5 on each side and build up to more repetitions if you can.
3. With tummy engaged, lift both arms up to shoulder height and then turn/
rotate the top half of your body to one side and hold for a second. Return to
the centre point, lower the arms and relax for a second or two, then reset
your posture and engage tummy muscles before rotating to the opposite
side. Repeat 2 or 3 times.

We are all probably spending more time than usual sitting down
which isn’t good for our circulation. Therefore, I suggest that
several times per day it’s a good idea to do some simple toe/
heel taps and ankle rotations.

You could try these at varying speeds, so try doing some faster
moves and then slow right down so that it is more like a stretch
movement.
You can do these exercises seated or standing. If you decide to
stand up make sure you have a chair or work surface nearby to
hold on to should you need to.

COPING WITH COVID
The situation with COVID-19 has been challenging for all of us. Some of us have
found caring responsibilities hard and many of us have found that the situation
has been challenging in terms of our physical and mental health. Here are some
suggestions, based on Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, for how to manage
COVID-related anxiety. These are all skills that we can cultivate over time. Be
kind to yourself when practicing and try to apply them regularly.

FACE COVID Infographic by Dr Russ Harris. Copyright free.

“Bounce Back!” is an acronym for some of the foundational principles
of resilience, specifically:
B – Bad times don’t last, and things get better.
O – Other people can only help if you share with them.

U – Unhelpful thinking only makes you feel worse.
N – Nobody is perfect – not you, not your friends, not your family, not
anybody!
C – Concentrate on the good things in life, no matter how small.
E – Everybody suffers, everybody feels pain and experiences setbacks;
they are a normal part of life.

B – Blame fairly – negative events are often a combination of things
you did, things others did, and plain bad luck.
A – Accept what you can’t change and try to change what you can.
C – Catastrophizing makes things worse – don’t fall prey to believing
in the worst interpretation.
K – Keep things in perspective. Even the worst moment is but one
moment in life.

Taken from Helen McGrath’s Bounce Back! program.
https://positivepsychology.com/resilience-activities-worksheets/

If you need support now, in the future and over the Christmas
period please be aware of the support – we are here to help
To help reduce loneliness on Christmas day, the Compassionate Community
movement is giving phone calls on Christmas day to those who would like to
receive one. These will be carried out by amazing volunteers from the local
area. If you'd like to receive a phone call on Christmas day from a volunteer.
Please text "Christmas Day Call" along with your name to 07782 543 252

If you are worried about your own or someone else’s mental health, call:
Avon & Wiltshire Mental Health Partnership NHS Trust (AWP)

If you would like to order a copy of the wellbeing pack in a larger print,
please phone Sarah Lane at Virgin Care: 07975 233550

